Portuguese Slang Words To Learn

1. Ya
Translation: Informal yes
Meaning: Yes or Uh-huh

2. Pá
Translation: Bread
Meaning: Dude!

3. Meu
Translation: Mine
Meaning: Man!

4. Fixe
Translation: fix/fixed
Meaning: Cool! Good!

5. Desaparece
Translation: Disappear
Meaning: Go away

6. Giro/Gira
Translation: Spin or turn
Meaning: Cute! Nice!

7. Táss cuul
Translation: We were cool
Meaning: We’re cool

8. Tipo
Translation: Type
Meaning: Like

9. Porreiro/Porreria
Translation: Very good
Meaning: Awesome

10. Bué
Translation: Very
Meaning: A lot

11. Que Pisco
Translation: What a pledge
Meaning: How lucky!

12. Tuga/Tugas
Translation: Portuguese
Meaning: The Portuguese people

5 Portuguese Slang Words That Are Mildly Offensive

1. Merda
Translation: Shit
Meaning: Shit! Fuck!
2. Paneleiro
Translation: Homosexual
Meaning: Queer

3. Caralho
Translation: Penis
Meaning: Prick

4. Cona
Translation: Female sexual organ
Meaning: Cunt

5. Puta
Translation: Prostitute
Meaning: Bitch

7 Brazilian Portuguese Slang Words You Should Know

1. Bacana
Translation: Good
Meaning: Awesome

2. E ai?
Translation: An over there
Meaning: Hi! What’s up?

3. Beleza
Translation: Beauty
Meaning: I agree.

4. Joia
Translation: Jewel
Meaning: I agree. I’m well.

5. Tá bom?
Translation: All good?
Meaning: Do you agree?

6. Gato/Gata
Translation: Cat
Meaning: Good looking

7. Falou
Translation: To talk
Meaning: Okay